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for very talented Egyptian hand makers, who have been doing 

this for many years but do not have the ability to advertise 

that will work in any home or workplace.

a loom by local artisans using the same technology and art that 

the ancient Egyptians used for thousands of years. It is made

or a combination of two or more which makes it extremely 

durable and tolerant of all weathers. Make this kilim the

most convenient and attractive addition to your home.

KAHEELA is the shop for premium home decor

Our exclusive collection includes uniquely-artistic 

mosaics, trays, home decor, and much more. 

artists, and shipping around the World.



KAHEELA



KAHELA HOSPITALITY



Hotel Accessories Interior
Well-designed spaces can improve the guest experience and improve the quality

of service within hotels. Flooring provides crucial support

and performance for a wide range of guest reception spaces. At Kaheela, we serve.

Evidence-based design principles help us improve guest experience more

comfortably and And the most comfortable hosting service.

- Cafes
- Convention Centers
- Hotels
- Motels
- Restaurants

Our Hospitality segment provides solutions for:



Simple and elegant design meticulously
 

Exquisite and durable decoration
suitable for indoor use

Materials are the skin of our interiors. 

that have a direct impact on our health and wellbeing.

Materials are the skin of our interiors. 

that have a direct impact on our health and wellbeing.

Material Health
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Ythat have a direct impact on our health and wellbeing.

We design and manufacture products to optimize 
human environments 

We believe in the power of responsible design to positively 
impact human experience.We are committed to assessing our
materials -to know as much about our product materiality, 

that have a direct impact on our health and wellbeing.



HOSPITALITY 
ACCESSORIES

�e perfect for 
wall decoration





WOOL CARPETS



Simple and elegant design
meticulously

Elegant Handmade carpet

Exquisite and durable decoration
suitable for indoor use pattern and a unique design

beauty of  imperfection



Simple and elegant design meticulously
 

Exquisite and durable decoration
suitable for indoor use

Handmade rugs
designed for a beautiful design.
HANDMADE: An authentic Egyptian rug that shows
a unique multicolored pattern and
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KAHEELA

Best Of Wool Carpets



Made With ٪100 Cotton & High-Quality Material, Which Make 
It Very Sturdy And Suitable To All External Factors.

To Your Home.

Carpet 01

Carpet 04

Carpet 07

Carpet 05

Carpet 08

Carpet 06

Carpet 09

Carpet 02 Carpet 03



Best Of Wool Carpets

Match any boho chic decor



COTTON RUGS



Simple and elegant design
meticulously

Elegant Handmade carpet

Exquisite and durable decoration
suitable for indoor use pattern and a unique design

beauty of  imperfection
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COTTON AND JUTE CARPETS



MATCH ANY BOHO CHIC DECOR



KHAYAMIYA

wall decoration 







ceramic mug
experiences joyful with this beautiful piece from KAHEELA



of blue, black, gray, and is highlighted with a metallic luster stripe.

Part of the Dark Fusion Dinnerware & Drinkware Collection

• Handmade in Egypt. Ships internationally.

• Material: Hand-glazed Ceramic/Pottery

• Finish: Multi-tone glazing with metallic luster highlights

• Lead-free; safe for drinking

Fusion Mug



Beautiful ceramic cooking pans that double as serving tajines.

interior embellished with a hand-painted Egyptian countryside motif.

and is a result of the artist's creative variations.



WORK WOOD
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FROM NATURE 





Contact Us

WWW.KAHEELA.COM.CO

Chemistry & Innovation Factory  UAE
Chemistry & Innovation UAE-free Zone

+971 52 448 0600   /   +971 52 438 0800

Chemiegypt Factory abu rawash cairo
Chemiegypt Integrated Industries Factory  free Zone Sokhna

(+2) 0235394681 /2/3/4/5

00201005000079  /  00201003300338

dbedair@chemi-egypt.com ybedair@chemi-egypt.com
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